Issues surrounding the Registration of a Single Colour as a Trade Mark
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ABSTRACT

Trade marks play a key role in trading since the customer is able to differentiate the goods and services of one company from the ones of another through the trademark which is usually put on the product or the service. Traditional trademarks are, somehow, easier to be protected by way of registration. However, there are now non-traditional trade marks (particularly a colour per se) that might not enjoy protection due the fact that the registration requirements of such marks may not be easily satisfied on the one hand; and, on the other hand, granting protection to a single colour for example might be very counterproductive and hinder competition. This paper, therefore, critically analyses the issues facing the registration of a single colour
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colour as a trade mark and the possibility of such registration under the Iraqi law. It also elaborates the issues that may face traders in the Kurdistan Region and Iraq in case they intend to register a single colour as a badge of origin for their goods and services.

Introduction

The idea of trade marking has ancient history which stretches back to Egyptian structures; also in Greek and Roman times, signs put on pottery were used as an indicator that they belong to their owners.\(^1\) Thus, these signs have shown throughout history that they are badge of origin and they have also shown the quality of the product associated.\(^2\) Then, this idea has developed and become the issue which needs to be regulated. Hence, trade marks have been regulated by law and they are, as other IP rights, property rights.

Despite the fact that they are regulated, they have become problematic and subject to a number of cases before the courts; this may be due to new technological developments that raise a number of questions about the ambit of trade marks; the issue of unduly monopolising a sign, in particular in colour, and how different interests would be balanced.\(^3\)

This paper, therefore, aims to discuss the title question by addressing first, requirements for a single colour so as to be trademarked and two types of distinctiveness are examined in detail. Then, arguments are made about the question of whether the registration of a single colour is counterproductive, and finally, how the balance between acquiring distinctiveness through use and leaving colour free for others (free competition) could be kept. This is mainly by reference to case law, the Trade Marks Directive and the UK Trade Marks Act 1994; it also touches upon relevant US cases and decisions; and, at the end, it
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1 Anson Obayuwana, ‘Unintentional trademark expansion and unfair competition in cyberspace: the domain name phenomenon’ (2012) 34(3) EIPR 177.
will explain whether registration of a single colour as a trade mark is possible under Iraqi law and the issues facing it? But before going into a deep discussion, the paper starts with an overview.

An Overview

Trade marks would be, in general, divided into two main groups; traditional and non-traditional ones. The former may include words, letters, numerals, designs or the shape of goods or their packaging; the latter, on the other hand, may include: olfactory, scent, sounds or colours. Thus, colour marks have been trade marks and the most successful non-traditional marks, regarding the number of marks registered. Colours, as trade marks, have been used for over 15 years. It was first granted registration in the US by the Supreme Court when the Court decided in Qualitex case.

In the EU, the courts have started interpreting the law as it covers colours as trade marks. Although in its member states the issue has become the case in several instances: started with Germany in 1998, in Orange Personal Communication case, the OHIM Board of Appeal affirmed that colour per se may be protected although the application for registering a colour orange was refused. In 2002, the General Court dismissed the application of the shade orange for agricultural products and seed treatment was dismissed as it was not represented by any colour code since different colours (from dark to light and from yellowish to reddish) can all be seen under the wide notion of ‘orange’ but it was held that a colour might be protected as a mark.

In 2003 and for the first time, the ECJ, in Libertel, was asked whether a single colour can be a trade mark. Although the colour orange was rejected to be a trade mark in this case, the Court made it clear that colours even a single
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one may be registered as trade marks. Indeed, in Nestle v. Cadbury, the single colour—purple—was successfully registered. The case was the UK IPO case concerned the registration of the colour purple (Pantone 2685C) for chocolate products; hence, after amendments made in the application, the colour was accepted to be a trade mark applied for the whole or predominantly to the visible surface of the chocolate’s packaging in bar and tablet form and drinking chocolate.

Colour marks as any other trade mark can enjoy protection and its proprietor will be granted exclusive rights, as any other IP right, which will preclude others from using it. However, it is important to know whether there are, if any, extra requirements for colour per se to be protected. Therefore, the requirements are explained below.

A trade mark has been defined under different regimes and systems. The TRIPS Agreement, which is applicable to all WTO members, in Article 15(1) defines a trade mark. Further, in the EU it has also been defined by the Trade Marks Directive as ‘any signs capable of being represented graphically......capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings.’ As a result, Council Regulation (EC) on the Community trade mark (CTMR) also comes and defines a trademark, under Article 4 of the CTM in the exact wording akin to that of the
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14 The World Trade Organisation.
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Directive. Thus, in the UK, the 1994 Act, has also the same definition for a trade mark.\textsuperscript{19}

From the above-mentioned definitions of a trade mark, it can be noted that there are, in general, three requirements which must be satisfied in order for any mark, including colour per se to be registered. They are now explained but only regarding colour marks.

**Requirements for Registration a Trade Mark**

First, a colour mark must be a sign as any other trade mark. It is clearly mentioned that signs which cannot constitute a trade mark must not be registered and if registered, the registration will be invalid.\textsuperscript{20} The purpose, as mentioned in *Dyson*\textsuperscript{21} case, is to avoid the abuse of trade mark law and preventing a trade mark from being granted unduly. It is notable under all above-mentioned regimes including, Article 2 of the Trade Mark Directive, colour per se is not expressly mentioned. However, it has been evident that the list of the signs mentioned there is not exhaustive and it represents merely some examples;\textsuperscript{22} hence, a sign is ‘anything which can convey information’.\textsuperscript{23} Consequently, it would be said that a colour as a sign can constitute a mark as long as it meets conditions required by the Directive—that is, no further conditions should be required.\textsuperscript{24}

It was further clarified that an abstract concept is not a sign but a sign will be any message recognised by the five senses.\textsuperscript{25} In *Libertel*\textsuperscript{26} case, it was held that although colour is a property of things, it is incapable of being a sign under the Directive. It seems therefore that a colour can constitute a sign. The recent acknowledgement has been *Nestle v. Cadbury*\textsuperscript{27} case: the argument (a

\textsuperscript{19} Trade Marks 1994 Act, S. 1(1).
\textsuperscript{20} Trade Marks Directive, Art. 3(1)(a).
\textsuperscript{22} Case C-273/00 Ralf Sieckmann v Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt (‘Methylcinnamat’) [2002] ECR I-11737, para. 44; see also Trade Marks Directive, preamble, recital 8.
\textsuperscript{24} Case C-299/99 Koninklijke Philips Electronics v Remington Consumer Products Ltd. [2002] ECR I-5475, para. 32.
\textsuperscript{26} Case C-104/01 Libertel Groep BV v Benelux-Merkenbureau [2003] I-3793.
\textsuperscript{27} Societe des Produits Nestle SA v Cadbury UK Ltd [2012] EWHC 2637 (Ch); [2013] E.T.M.R. 2 (Ch D).
colour purple could take many forms of appearance and thus is not a sign) was rejected; and it was held that the colour purple is fixed and stable.

Secondly, a sign is to be represented graphically. In Libertel\textsuperscript{28} case and for the first time, the issue of a single colour was put before the ECJ whether it can be a mark. The Court applied criteria established in the Sieckmann\textsuperscript{29} case, and found that the application of colour orange, regarding graphical representation did not meet all requirements: it must be clear, self-contained, precise, durable, easily accessible, intelligible and objective. Thus, it was held that orange per se is not durable enough since it may fade easily, it may also change depending on the background on which it is applied.\textsuperscript{30} However, the colour orange might have passed the test if there was a combination of verbal description and a sample; also it would have been possible if internationally standard colour codes were used.\textsuperscript{31}

However, the court, in Libertel case, did not close the door upon a single colour from being trademarked as stated that ‘the possibility that colour per se may in some circumstances serve as a badge of origin’.\textsuperscript{32} Indeed, it has been successfully accepted to be a badge of origin as a trademark. In Nestle v. Cadbury,\textsuperscript{33} purple shade per se satisfied the requirements set out in Sieckmann case. It was further found by the hearing officer that the colour has been graphically represented as there is no combination of colours and other materials are not to be deemed as part of the sign; thus, it was a single colour.

Further, it was claimed not to be objective because of the word ‘predominant’ but it was found that the word in question did not lead to further vagueness, and was acceptable. It was further claimed that the colour is not certain but it was refused since the colour is predominantly used, and the wording and description did not offer any alternative—that is, it is certain and

\textsuperscript{29} Case C-273/00 Ralf Sieckmann v Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt ("Methylcinnamat"), [2002] ECR I-11737.
\textsuperscript{31} Torremans (n 2) 396.
\textsuperscript{32} Case C-104/01 Libertel Groep BV v Benelux-Merkenbureau [2003] I-3793 [2004] FSR 65, para 41.
\textsuperscript{33} Societe des Produits Nestle SA v Cadbury UK Ltd [2012] EWHC 2637 (Ch); [2013] E.T.M.R. 2 (Ch D).
precise.\textsuperscript{34} Thus, it was held that the colour has met all \textit{Sieckmann} requirements—that is, it is graphically represented.

The third requirement is that a sign must be distinctiveness.\textsuperscript{35} This is the most difficult requirement to be met by colour marks; they are often found that are not adequately distinctive to be deemed a property of one trader even if they are compared to other non-traditional trade marks.\textsuperscript{36} Hence, by analogy, it is the same for a single colour. Distinctiveness means conveying a message which shows the source, responsibility and quality of products labelled with the mark: this is the principal purpose of a trade mark.\textsuperscript{37}

There have been several attempts to register a single colour mark (a number of them for colours as combination) but they have been rejected due to the lack of this requirement. For instance, in \textit{Libertel} the abstract orange colour mark was rejected since it did not comply with the general rule which has been consistently used in several cases. The rule is that in order to assess distinctiveness test, the focus must be first on ‘the goods or services in respect of which registration is sought’; secondly, ‘the perception of the relevant consumers’,\textsuperscript{38} as whether the consumers will see a mark distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaking from those of other ones.\textsuperscript{39}

As far as possessing distinctiveness is concerned, it is admitted that there are two types of distinctiveness—either inherent or acquired. Regarding a single colour, the former is very difficult, if not impossible, to be possessed, and evidence will usually be required.\textsuperscript{40} As was seen in \textit{Libertel}, an abstract colour could not inherently distinguish the goods of one source from those of another but it may be capable of doing so when the relevant market is very specific and the number of goods or services is very limited.\textsuperscript{41} In \textit{Orange} case, it

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{ibid.}
\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Trade Marks Directive}, Art. 2 supported by Art. 3(1)(b): ‘trade marks which are devoid of any distinctive character’.
\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Glaxo Group v. Dowelhurst Ltd} [2004] FSR 529, cited in Torremans (n 2) 397.
\textsuperscript{38} Case C-404/02 \textit{Nicholas PLC v. Registrar of Trade Marks} [2004] ECR I-8499.
\textsuperscript{39} Torremans (n 2) 398.
\end{flushright}
was also confirmed that only a certain or limited colour shades may be inherently distinctive but for very specific goods or services.\textsuperscript{42} It appears that the most often one will be acquired distinctiveness through use by ‘the process of familiarising the relevant public’.\textsuperscript{43}

As can be seen that Article 3(3) of the Trade Marks Directive states that a trade mark will be registered and valid (it will be under 1 b, c or d) if before the date of application, it has acquired a distinctive character. In \textit{Cadbury} case, the colour purple has been registered due to acquiring distinctiveness through use and it was shown that the purple for chocolate has been used for about 100 years. Moreover, \textit{Cadbury} Ltd is a famous company in this regard; the companies advertising and its marketing strategies; the amount of investment and consistency in using the colour; all these were taken into account.\textsuperscript{44} Although Nestle argued that there are other companies using purple, it was decided that the law does not require being the only user of a colour.\textsuperscript{45} Therefore, without any spatial delimitation, a colour was registered since it was clearly defined and it is used as badge of origin; the relevant public can distinguish the colour purple of \textit{Cadbury} chocolate and drinks from those of others. Consequently, it acquired distinctiveness.\textsuperscript{46}

In essence, trade marks are pro-competitive since they enable the origin of goods to be distinguished.\textsuperscript{47} However, it is controversial whether a single colour as a trade mark stimulates competition. It would be said that colour marks would fulfil the same functions as other trade marks do but a single colour will result in certain issues which eventually may inhibit competition. Although this issue has recently been settled in \textit{Cadbury} case by granting purple protection, it raises more questions than answers. Therefore a number of arguments could be made for and against whether \textit{Cadbury} case (a

\textsuperscript{42} Third Board of Appeal’s decision [12 February 1998] in (Orange Case) para 16.
\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Societe des Produits Nestle SA v Cadbury UK Ltd} [2012] EWHC 2637 (Ch); [2013] ETMR 2 (Ch D).
\textsuperscript{46} Ian Wood and Mary Bagnall, ‘Colour marks: a purple decision clears the way forward’ (2013) 35(5) EIPR 300.
\textsuperscript{47} Torremans (n 2) 389.
single colour purple) is counterproductive. Therefore, they are addressed below.

*BP Amco* case also acquired distinctiveness through use. A final point which should be made is that, a single colour akin to other trade marks must fulfil the requirements mentioned so as to be registered without any further conditions. The most controversial way of protecting colours is registering a single colour, as a trade mark. This tendency started when colour purple in *Cadbury* case became a trade mark. The issue of whether registering colour per se will inhibit rather stimulate competition will be discussed.

**A Single Colour Inhibits not Stimulates Competition**

As mentioned above, trade marks, in general, are pro-competitive yet it is questionable whether registering a single colour serves this objective. It has been settled that colour per se can serve as a trade mark after satisfying all requirements. However, in order to protect free competition, deeming colour per se as a trade mark should be restricted.

Issues will arise with colour per se as a trade mark since a registered trade mark grants its proprietor exclusive rights that will prevent others from using similar but confusingly or identical signs in the business. Further, it is argued that due to the fact that a colour has a special nature which is not confined by any logotype or shape; consequently, the rights of its proprietor might be unduly extended. Thus, colour per se in order for it to acquire distinctiveness, there is a higher—in some states—threshold, Germany for example. Moreover, in Canada for instance, colour per se cannot be registered as a trade mark since it is deemed that it would be monopolised by
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48 *BP Amoco plc v John Kelly Ltd* [2002] FSR 4 and 5: BP Amco, which is the owner of green mark for the petrol stations, brought proceeding against the defendant since the same colour was used; the Northern Ireland Court decided that the colour green is acquired through use as a well-known brand and trade mark; the public recognises it through its colour.


50 Kudrjavceva (n 3) 36.

51 Trade Marks Directive, Art. 9(1).

one industry forever. As a result, commentators have taken different views about this issue and its link with competition. Therefore, these arguments are discussed below.

As far as the use of colour is concerned, it is inevitable since colour is generally used for logotype, packaging, containers and advertising as well. If it is given to one trader, the registered colour mark will grant its proprietor rights which could interfere with rights of other traders and will preclude them from those uses. Further, colour can attract consumers’ attention and it plays a prime role when purchasers choose to buy the product; therefore, they are not only inevitable, but also helpful and beneficial. As a result of that, colour can lead people to like one particular item, due to colour it has, more than others, and even people may choose a product to buy since they are attracted by a colour.

It is evident that sometimes an industry may lack of a desirable colour. Thus, new traders will find themselves in such an aggrieved position if there are all attractive colours already used and less attractive colours will be chosen for future businesses. It should be remembered that colour is capable of individualising the goods and services of a particular business through its most important quality which is obtaining protection as a trade mark, and it can elevate brand recognition by up to 80 percent.

The above-mentioned arguments show that there is a denial of availability of colour to other rival traders and they cannot obtain the same colour since it has become a trade mark; thus objections to monopolisation of such colours will be logically accepted although they may exceed their extent.

Moreover, arguments made concern about the issue of limited availability of colours exist. This is known as ‘colour depletion theory’, and their

53 Kudrjavceva (n 3) 37.
54 Bainbridge (n 36) 219.
56 Kudrjavceva (n 3) 39.
59 Kudrjavceva (n 3) 40.
advocators concern about the issue that there are a limited number of colours and of they are all used, there will be no competition because the new rival business cannot use those colours.\textsuperscript{60} Although it is said that there are a number of colours and their shades are plenty—that is, they can be used and without having a monopolisation, this argument may not go too far since distinguishing all these colours, remembering and associating them by the relevant public or average purchasers is restricted.\textsuperscript{61}

This theory has been admitted in a number of cases. In \textit{Libertel}, although it was established that a colour can be a trade mark, the court also concerned about the fact that there is a limited number of colours which can be distinguished by public, and it is rare for the public to compare products directly when variety of shades have been used—that is, the relevant public is not capable of distinguishing a large number of colours used.\textsuperscript{62}

It was also the concern in \textit{William Wrigley Junior}\textsuperscript{63} case, when it was stated that accepting basic and compound colours as a trade mark could prevent those who may wish to sue colour for various reasons in connection with their products. This is because of ‘the limited nature of colours spectrum’; hence, depriving market of its diversity of colours cannot be the aim of a trade mark.\textsuperscript{64} It can therefore be said that even if colours or shades are plenty and available, consumers may not be able to distinguish all. As a result of that, they might be confused and variety of colours may lead them not to buying those products. Furthermore, it is argued that colours are not used alone, rather they are combined with textual marks—that is, they are playing supporting or secondary role and should not be registered since it is textual marks give certainty not a colour. If they are allowed to be trademarked, it is simply wrong since they are usually aesthetically functional.\textsuperscript{65}

\textsuperscript{61} Schulze (n 49) 55.
\textsuperscript{63} Decision of the Third Board of Appeal of [18 December 2000] in \textit{Case R 122/1998-3 (Light Green)}.
\textsuperscript{64} ibid para 30.
Additionally, in IKEA\(^{66}\) case, one of the reasons of refusing blue-yellow colour was that the colours in question were not sufficiently different from the ‘basic’ or ‘primary’ colours; hence, an imperfect memory of the shades will remain in purchasers’ mind. Similarly, in Light Green\(^{67}\) case, regarding chewing gums as it was found that light green as colour per se is usually used in fashion and is not ‘exceptionally unique or unusual’. It seems therefore that colour per se in order for it to be deemed as a trade mark, it is to be unusual and unique; it could be said that colour purple shade is used in Cadbury case was exceptionally unique and not commonly used in business.

Apparently, the idea of refusing the registration of a single colour stems from the attempt that unduly monopolisation granted should be avoided in order not to place competitors at a disadvantageous position which would be easy in cases of colour per se.\(^{68}\) If this approach is followed, competition could preclude less attractive shades from being registered as trade marks. The approach in question can be seen in the UK that if a colour is a basic or a shade is not very unique and distinctive, it is refused to be given protection, particularly when it is used for packaging and surfaces of products.\(^{69}\)

It has been evident that the availability of colour has been taken into account by the authorities when colour per se has been subject matter in order to enhance free competition. A general approach established in Libertel case is influenced by the fear of ‘unjustified competitive advantages for a single trader’; as a result, only few applications of single colours have been successive—that is, the vast majority of them have been refused.\(^{70}\)

The argument can be made that currently, there seems to be a further requirement for colour per se, namely the absence of ‘unjustified competitive advantages’.\(^{71}\) Further, as a general rule under TFEU\(^{72}\) article 102-106, any abuse to free competition is prohibited in the internal market. Thus, whenever IP rights, including trade mark ones and competition rules clash, the rules
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\(^{73}\) Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.
which protect competition will not only involve, but also will prevail; this has been reaffirmed by the ECJ as well. Trade mark law will not be applied in a vacuity rather it takes factual, market and business contexts, including those of competition into account. It would be said that the above-mentioned arguments focus their attention on free competition which should prevail whenever trade mark rights threaten it.

**Justifications for a Single Colour to be Trademarked**

On the other hand, there are arguments that justify allowing the registration of a single colour without giving too much attention to the idea of free competition or public interest. First, the Trade Marks Directive does not require that free competition should be taken into consideration. Further, it can be argued that competitors are not precluded by a trade mark and they are free to use identical products—that is, if they wish to compete, trade mark imposes no restriction on them using the same goods and services. The only restriction is that other competitors cannot employ the same trade mark.

It is further argued that, if allowing the registration of a trade mark is conditioned on satisfying a further requirement, namely absent of unfair competition, there will be extra requirement imposed upon colour mark only. This approach was taken in *Light Green* case, when it was stated that the necessity that there should be free availability of certain colours or their risk that they may grant monopolisation will not be taken into account; this is because there is not such a requirement under Art. 7(1)(b) of the CTMR.

Moreover, some commentators have noted and argue that Article 102 of the TFEU, regarding trade marks has not played a great role in European jurisprudence; therefore, they have taken the view that trade mark law has its own safeguards against any abuse of market power and those safeguards are
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76 Trade Marks Directive, Art. 3(3); also Art. 7(1)(b) does not require that.
77 Shaw (n 77) 51.
It is further argued that it is a dangerous tendency to rely extensively upon competition arguments since it may amount to the probability of not granting colour trade marks registration at all. Also, it would be unfair to deny protection to a colour mark (after having its distinctiveness through use) when the reason is lack of availability. Thus, there should not be too much attention paid to the issue of availability because first, there are plenty of colours available; secondly, there is already a limitation by the functionality rules upon the possibility of registration.

It would therefore be said that trade marks must not be categorised on the basis of whether the consideration of public interest is to be taken into account as it is impossible to do so—that is, if a sign is distinctive through use, it must be deemed as a mark. This was established in Cadbury case. However, that was the only challenge by the English court and was a step forward; therefore, there might be a need for further clarifications since further decisions and time will decide whether the Cadbury decision is a tendency for future.

The Balance between Leaving Colours Free for Others to Use and Recognising Distinctiveness Acquired through Use

Apparently, there is a sort of contradiction between, on the one hand, leaving marks free for others to use, and recognising distinctiveness through use on the other. Thus, both arguments and counters need to be reconciled since, on the one hand, trade marks, including colour per se grant their owners exclusive rights and prevent others from competing with trade mark owners—that is, restricting their rights. Therefore, competition rules should limit these anti-competitive exercises. On the other hand, trade mark and competition
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laws may share certain goals such as promotion of innovations and commercial activities; therefore, competition may not be achieved without protection of intellectual property,\textsuperscript{84} including trade marks.

It is also argued that the English courts have also acknowledged that if marks are registered, it will grant a monopoly which is not only ant-competitive, but also might preclude others from using the marks which are in limited supply and socially useful. Thus, it has been noted that the ECJ has endeavoured to keep the balance between both trade mark competition rules.\textsuperscript{85} However, it has been evident that the ECJ does not take into account any consideration as long as the mark acquired distinctiveness through use; any mark is acting as a badge of origin is registered.\textsuperscript{86} Thus, a colour becomes distinctive through use (but not inherently), it will be registered.

A further interesting argument can be made is that colour per se may not be undesirable if it is given to certain businesses. Fashion industry may be a prime example. There would be various reasons that fashion can be granted with a single colour or a shade of colour per se such as Red Sole Mark.\textsuperscript{87} First, it is an objective of modern trademark law to grant protection to marks which act as identifiers; secondly, this allowance will fit within the ‘expansion trajectory’ of protection that the law may afford. Thirdly, it has been admitted that fashion has not been sufficiently protected by other IP rights. This would be an immediate first step towards the goal that fashion designers should be provided with having greater legal recourses.\textsuperscript{88}

Form this argument, it can be asked whether a chocolate should also be granted protection by a single colour. The answer may not be straightforward as it was regarding fashion industries. This may be because there are other marks available for chocolate industry, for example.

The recent tendency is that without giving any attention, once a colour acquired distinctiveness, it must be granted protection providing that it has met all conditions required. It seems therefore that the idea of acquiring distinctiveness through use will be given priority over competition or any other

\textsuperscript{84} Kudrjavceva (n 3) 41.
\textsuperscript{85} Aplin and Davis (n 82) 262-3.
\textsuperscript{86} ibid 262.
\textsuperscript{88} ibid.
arguments, as was seen in Cadbury case. This may simply because first, distinctiveness for colour per se may be much more difficult than that for traditional marks; secondly, because of the peculiarity and the nature which a colour has. Thirdly, it is a goal of a trade mark even if it contradicts competition rules. A further reason, there is no such a requirement (free competition or availability of colour consideration) to be fulfilled; finally, there are grounds for refusal—that is, it is undesirable when a colour is dealt with differently from other marks.

Single Colour Registration under the Iraqi Law

In Iraq, trade marks are dealt with under the Law of Trademarks and Descriptions No. 21 of 1957. However, after toppling down the Iraqi Regime in 2004, this law was significantly amended by the Coalition Provisional Authority. This is mainly due to the fact that Iraq needed to adopt a modern intellectual property system. Further, in 1975, Iraq ratified both the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (1967 Act) and the World Intellectual Property Organizations (WIPO) Convention, and in 1976, it became a member of the WIPO. This amendment also aims at complying the Iraqi law with the requirements of the TRIPS Convention in order to become permanent member of the WTO.

The Iraqi Trademarks Descriptions Law did not define non-traditional marks, including colours and single colours, to be registered as trade marks, nor did it recognize them as it defined the defined a ‘mark’, in general, as any shape of words, signatures, figures, letters, design, symbols, addresses, seals, drawings, engravings or combinations, if used or intended to be used upon any goods or in connection therewith provided that it can distinguish the goods

89 Kudrjavceva (n 3) 23.
90 This Law was published in the Iraqi Official Gazette No.4003 on 16/06/1957. However, it was amended by the CPA Order No. 80 in 2004.
91 Coalition Provisional Authority Order Number 80, Amendments to the Trademarks and Descriptions Law No 21 of 1957, s 1(1). This was published in the Iraqi Official Gazette No.3983 in June 20014.
belong to the proprietor of such trademarks by virtue of manufacture, selection, dealing with or offering for sale.\footnote{See Ahmed Aziz Hassan, ‘An Investigation of the Non-Traditional Trade Marks under both the European Union and the United States of America Regimes- an Analysis in View of their Potential Introduction in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq’ (Master Thesis, The University of Nottingham, 2013) for further information.}

However, the amended law defines a trade mark as “Any sign, or any combination of signs, capable of distinguishing the goods of one undertaking from those of other undertakings, shall be capable of constituting a trademark. Such signs, in particular words including personal names, letters, numerals, figurative elements and colours as well as any combination of such signs, shall be eligible for registration as trademarks. Where signs are not inherently capable of distinguishing the relevant goods or services, registrability will depend on distinctiveness acquired through use. Signs need not be visually perceptible in order to be eligible for protection as trademarks.”\footnote{Article (1) of the amended trade mark law No 21 of 1957.} This definition is taken out from the definition of a trade mark under the TRIPS Agreement.\footnote{TRIPS Agreement (n 15), s 2, art 15(1). \texttt{<https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips_04_e.htm>} accessed 9 July 2018.}

Therefore, it can be said that the intention of the Iraqi legislator is to broadly protect any mark as a trade mark after fulfilling all the requirements.\footnote{See Samiha Al-Qilyubi, ‘Industrial Property’ (Dar Alnahda Alarabiyah, Cairo, 2005) 480-492 (in Arabic) for more information about the requirements and further reading.} However, registering a single colour as a trade mark may face the problem of distinctiveness character as proving inherent or acquired distinctiveness might of non-traditional marks is more difficult than the one of a traditional mark. Further, one may face the same problems as discussed above\footnote{See above Requirements for Registration of a Trade Mark, page 5 of this paper.} while registering a colour mark.

Some argue that the registration of a colour per se should not be allowed as it will hinder competition and will lead to monopolization. It is further argued that colour per se does not have distinctiveness character as a requirement for registration. However, a combination of two colours or more may have distinctiveness character; for example, the colours of the registered...
Signal 2 trademarked toothpaste which is a two-line red colour and a white line inside can be a distinctive mark.\(^98\)

Although in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, a single colour has not been registered as trade mark,\(^99\) the application for registration of a single colour (colour per se) can be an enquiry of a person in the future since the trademarks registrar has the discretionary power over the registration of such a mark. This is after the registrar has found that all the requirements are satisfied. It can, therefore, be said that the Iraqi law allows of registration of even a single colour.

If an application for a single colour is rejected, the applicant is entitled to challenge the decision before the court within 30 days from the date of the rejection notice receipt.\(^100\)

**Conclusion**

This paper has discussed the title question and has shown that colour per se as any other mark should fulfil all—but not further—requirements in order for it to be registered. The arguments have shown against a colour to be trademarked and those in favour of a single colour to be registered. The former arguments are mainly the depletion theory and leaving colours available in the sake of free competition. However, the latter argues that whenever a mark, including a colour become distinctive through use, it is to be registered. This justification is in line with the Trade Marks Directive and Trade Mark law.

In principle, colour per se should be left free to the public unless a colour is acquired distinctiveness through use, and of course meets all conditions, then it should be protected, even if it falls under one of the categories of marks which ought to be left free for others to use.\(^101\) However, based on anything other than the commercial reputation of a product or service, or of its source, trademark rights are not supposed to interfere with competition. Facilitating the registration and protection of colour per se would

---


\(^99\) According to the search the author has done on the website of the Ministry of Trade and Industry, Directorate of Trademarks Registration, which has published all the registered trademarks in the (publications of trademarks and commercial data) \(<http://www.mtikrg.org/Default.aspx?page=category&c=hb>\> accessed 13 July 2018.

\(^100\) Article (10) of the the amended trade mark law No 21 of 1957.

\(^101\) Aplin and Davis (n 82) 252.
lead to locking up the aesthetic and communicative attributes of a single colour by undertakings; thus, it would undermine legitimate competition.¹⁰²

Between these two different poles, it could be said that allowing registration for colour per se might not stimulate competition, and, at the same time, may not undermine it since colour per se can distinguish goods of different competitors as identifiers; this would mean preventing unfair competition.¹⁰³ Providing that colour per se has met all requirements, in particular acquiring distinctiveness through use rather than inherently; further, it is not merely a functional or basic colour. For instance, purple shade seems not to be functional as there may not be any relation between a Cadbury chocolate and colour purple. The focus would be on the investment, the use for a long time, advertising and other considerations when deciding whether colour per se should be registered. In other words, ‘free competition should not be protected at the expense of a colour mark’.¹⁰⁴

It might be argued that merely one case may not suffice to say that this is the English approach for a single colour; it could however be said that the English courts tend to choose this attitude—protecting a single colour—as an approach rather than to decline taking it. This may be because as was stated in Libertil case, the application might have been successfully accepted if internationally colour codes were used.

¹⁰² Bartow (n 65) 263.
¹⁰³ Sreepada (n 55) 1131.
¹⁰⁴ Kudrjavceva (n 3) 58.
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بوخته نیشانه بازرگانی یک رولیکی گرینگ لیه بازرگانی کردن دهیان چونکه وادهکن به کاربی برتوانت
کالا یان خزه توزوزاری کمپانیاهیک لیه کالا یان خزه توزوزاری کمپانیاهیک تر جودا بکاته. به
شیوهیته گنتی نیشانه بازرگانی لسیه نبوره‌تهکاده‌تریلی بد اذپهک به‌تاب عیانیت
هروه‌ههک باستیته ویه. هر بؤیه ش تؤمارکردئی نیشانه بازرگانیه کلاسیکی یاخود باوکان تا راپهیته
نیشانه تؤمار دکرتین به‌مهمه خاونته نیشانه بازرگانیه که پارستئی یاسایی بد نیشانهکه دایین دهکات.
بعلام له نیستیا چنه نیشانه‌هک تری بازرگانی سه‌رانی هلدیاهو که به جوری نا کلاسیکی دنسرین وه
مه‌هستیا لیه‌رده ره‌نگ به‌تنهایه که ره‌نگ به ناسانی نتروانش تؤمار بکریت نممش به‌هوئی نو
میرجانتی که پیویسته همین له نیشانهکه بد نمودی بیشتر نیشانه‌یه که بازرگانی لسیهک، وه له اویکه
توهنا ره‌نگ به‌نمه بیشتر هؤی قورخکاری هیم برواردا وه نممش بیشتر ریگ له بازهدم دروستیوئی
کیپکن له بازرگانی کردندا. بؤ نمودنله نه‌گنر که‌سیک ره‌گنیک دیاپرگیوا ودکو نیشانه بازرگانی تؤمار
بکات. نموا نه کوه نه‌هتا هدایه‌ی ابین‌هی خاوونه نه‌رنه‌گنر وه کوه‌سرت‌ر بؤ نیپ‌هی نه‌رنه‌گنر بؤ
بهرهمکانی خوئی به‌کار بیهینت. بؤیه نه‌تم توه‌ئین‌ویه به‌شیوه‌هکی راخدنه‌گانه نه‌و کیشانه
شیده‌کانه و گیت‌گوگه به‌سیر نه‌و میرجانتی ده‌کات که پیویستن تؤمارکردئی تاک ره‌نگ ودکو نیشانه
بازرگانی وه دوئات گیت‌گوگه نهو ده‌که‌ین که تا چنم بی‌سای نایری‌گانی بؤ تؤمارکردئی نهو نایری روی
نیشانه بازرگانی‌هانه داوه. دوئات هموون نه‌و کیشانه که رنه‌گنر کمپانیاهیک رویه‌روری بئیشتهوه له کاتی
تؤمارکردئی تاک ره‌نگ ودکو نیشانه‌ی بازرگانی بؤ به‌هره‌مکانی له هنرهنه کوردستیان وه له عیراق.